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Your Excellency,

We would like to cordiaily invite students from Your Country to participate in the 4th annual
Intemational Arts Contest named The Liule Fairy Tail - My Loveliest 2019
focusing on negative influence on children playing games using mobile phones as well as
engaging in various negative activities on social networks primarily emphasizing the
importance of developing their own positive imaginations.
In Last Year's competition the participation was over 1000 from 8 EU countries with very
positive responses and feedback from both teachers and educational institutions.
Please extend our invitation to preschools and elementary schools in Your Country.

With sincere appreciation

PhDr. J
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Let's go back to the fairy tale

I'The little fairy tale
-My the loveliest 2019*

- 4 th Year of Children's Art

Contest

In today's pre-technological world, social networks, let us return, and especially our children,
to the beautiful times of the fairy tales, to the time of the kings and princesses, to the time of
the evil dragons, to the victory ofgood over the evil. Our civic association organizes this year
III. The annual children's art contest titled "My Decorations".
While in the first year we saw nearly 100 work from children, in the second it was over 150
already with international participation. But in 2018 it was record because we got 981
beautiful pictures from Slovakia and all of neighboring countries. The ambition of the
organizers in 2019 is to involve all Europa in the competition.
The aim of the competition is:
-Support of children's art talents
- maintaining reading literacy
-To develop a relationship to literature through reading text
- To raise the interest in expressing the experience of the reading text in an art form

Target group - Children fiom 3 years old

- 15 years old

Technique: - Arbitrary , Size - Arbitrary- I no spatial work /
Deadline: Until 15 April 2019

Address: OZJ.D, Gal6ria J.L.. Hviezdoslavova 7. 08001 Pre5ov. Slovakia
Evaluation: Until 31 May 2019
Commission:
Independent members from different areas of culture and education and children's
representatives
Victory ceremony: Until 30 June 2019
Winners ofeach category will be invited by their parent or teacher for a festive prize.
The result will be published by June 15 at the Facebook page of J.D. Gallery J.L.
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PhDr. Janette Ldngovd, MBA

J.D. Gal6ria J.L, Hviezdoslavova 7, Presov leo: 423 85661
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